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• Master of science in health research ethics
• Pioneer class of 7
• Final stages of writing others have completed their thesis
• The second cohort of 12 are collecting data, 6 of them were here for their practicum
• The third cohort of 12 are preparing for their second semester exam in May and research topic presentation on 24/25 April 2013
• 4 will come for their practicum here Oct-Nov
Short Course in Ethics

- Our first short course was held on 21 Nov. to 9 Dec 2011
- 30 participants were trained out of 67 applicants
- Second short course was held on 10-13 April 2012. 30 participants were trained out of 60
- We are planning for another training this year and workshop to review the Master program and develop the short course to conform to Moi University certificate programs